Abstract: This paper refracts questions of human "resilience" through the prism of social relations. Herein, it asks how Caribbean people utilize interpersonal networks, patterns of sociality and kinship relations to mitigate the exigencies of increasingly violent hurricanes.
. The aftermath of TS Erika. Colihaut, 2015. From Dominican prime minister Roosevelt Skerrit's Official Flickr 4 Louretta, living across town in a two-story house with her aunt and cousin, recalls the storm first hitting their home at around 7:00 p.m. With boarded windows and doors, she could not see much, but could hear and feel a force raging outside-"It was howling… [and] every time the wind hit the house, it shook. It was like an earthquake." Notwithstanding the havoc unfolding beyond her walls, Louretta somehow fell asleep after smoking an evening joint-until she was jolted awake when water started streaming through the jalousie shutters and beneath the door. Louretta, her aunt and cousin frantically mopped and wrung the water down the sink to keep the flooding at bay.
Similarly, Sarah had not long put her daughters to bed when, "all we heard was this screaming, this screaming sound. This wind that was just not stopping." She thought it odd that she could not hear the sea, the thunder, or the rain as with any other storm-just the wind's howling. She would tell me later that, "People say the storm was talking to them: 'this woman was talking to me and she was screaming at me,'" they said on the radio and in the market. Sarah would hear elders describe Maria's voice as that of a malevolent spirit, "a demon," "a monster." 5 Then 160 mph winds and debris slammed against the house, tearing off part of the roof and water poured in. Sarah directed her daughters (ages nine and five) to shelter under the dinner table whilst she and her mother mopped and prayed. She told me later, "there were times mommy and I were just praying out loud. We were shouting to god:
'What is this?'; 'What is happening?'" At about 7:30 p.m., the electricity went out. By 8:30 p.m. telecommunications were down and eventually Dominica lost contact with the outside world. The last messages were sent by the Prime Minister, Roosevelt Skerrit, via satellite phone at around 10:00 p.m. 6 Then silence.
In the days that followed, the international news media scrambled for information, reconnaissance helicopters mapped the destruction (surveying over ninety percent of buildings as damaged) and a host of international donors pledged humanitarian aid and assistance with rebuilding. 7 Globally dispersed Dominicans and their friends used social media platforms to try and locate loved ones. Online posts asked for updates on family members throughout the island, with comments conveying the embodied agony of not knowing if kin were alive or gone-"my heart is sick," "my chest hurting," they wrote. A week went by before contact; longer for those in Dominica's far north, east or rugged interior (many of whom walked for hours to larger villages or "town" for food and phone charge to contact loved ones overseas). Eventually family members were reached and deaths announced-thirty-one confirmed; thirty-four bodies still missing. Remittances were sent, outbound tickets booked and the long path of clearing and (re)building began. During this time of indeterminate existence-between chaos and normalcy, living on basic rations, without electricity, running water, clear roads or intact roofs to protect from persistent rains-my regular checks on friends' welfare brought a common response: "things bad, but we have life." residents of the region they speak a brutally "hyperactive" hurricane season. 8 For Barbudans, Puerto Ricans and Dominicans, 2017 is arguably the most devastating storm season in living memory. The destruction of these storms continues to be felt by those left traumatized, who lost loved ones, who still lack basic amenities, remain homeless, cannot return to work and those taking refuge in other lands. And as the global climate warms, such ferocious seasons seem only set to intensify (Sealey-Huggins 2017) .
Five days after Maria, Dominica's prime minister stood shaken but steadfast before the UN general assembly. He spoke unequivocally of the dread visited upon his small island, reminding the world of its anthropogenic causes and imploring fellow leaders to respond, I come to you straight from the front line of the war on climate change. Warmer air and sea temperatures have permanently altered the climate between the tropics of Cancer and Capricorn. Heat is the fuel that takes ordinary storms-storms we could normally master in our sleep-and supercharges them into a devastating force… To deny climate change is to deny a truth we have just lived… We as a country and as a region did not start this war against nature! We did not provoke it! The war has come to us. Who can forget those moments when something that seems inanimate turns out to be vitally, dangerously alive?
Amitav Ghosh (2016, 3) Since Kalinago ("Caribs") first named her Waiti'kubuli ("tall is her body"), Dominicans have known their cloudy skies, volcanic mountains, "365 rivers," fertile soils, Atlantic Ocean and Caribbean Sea to possess great animate potential (Honychurch 1995, xi) . 10 At no time is this more apparent than during a hurricane. Hurricanes present a frenzied nexus of overlapping agencies-competing and coalescing forces that oscillate human worlds between order and chaos. They bring the supernatural, natural and human into frantic relation. In this paper, I suggest that we understand hurricane Maria-and any other hurricane-as my cousin and friend have in the preceding passage. Not as an abstract or asocial geological phenomenon, but as a complex set of relationships.
The opening of this paper told a story of Maria by outlining some of the relationships that constituted the hurricane. It detailed the relational narratives of those who lived through it, as well as utilizing my own relations to Dominica as a means of understanding Maria. We witness human relations with divine or malign forces: Papa Bonjay (God), who brings storms ("acts of god") and is implored to mercifully assuage their might. We also hear of "demons"
and "monsters" who unleash their fury on the island, only to be rebuked with prayer. There are human relations with natural elements: wind that rips apart houses, tears down power lines and causes surging seas; rain that causes lethal landslides and turns rivers into raging torrents that bring down trees and entire buildings. Humans track, interpret and respond to these natural elements; they build on and shape their landscapes, both creating and attempting to mitigate such "natural risks." And finally, there are social relations between humans who care for, protect, exclude and warn one another in the face of storms; humans who prepare for, suffer together, endure alone, or lose relatives during hurricanes; and who survive by building back their lives in the wake of deadly storms, whether collectively and independently, whether at home or in ecological exile; and humans who, at a global level, become a geological force-through mass deforestation, fossil fuel emissions and food production, altering the world's climate in irreversible ways. 11 Each of these relations made Maria. Equally, such relations enable Dominicans to comprehend the profound power of a hurricane, its complex ramifications and how to survive it. , 2017. 12 Find the storm's swirling core, and understand.
Derek Walcott, The Tempest (in Deckard 2016, 25) .
In this paper, I take the "core" of the social-kinship relations, personal networks and everyday modes of sociality-as a route to understanding how Caribbean people make sense of, and live on, after deadly storms. I explore the role of the social in the narratives of three Dominicans who survive alongside and with the support of kin/friends-both during hurricanes and thereafter. In the first ethnographic example, I describe how a middle-aged librarian reflects on memories of sudden familial cooperation and togetherness amidst the chaos of Hurricane David. Second, Louretta's journey of dislocation: her extended family enable her to escape the hardship of post-Maria Dominica, until she finds herself adrift in East London with only distant kin. Finally, Sarah's story of leaving Dominica: the sudden acceptance of her and her children's long-awaited "green card" application to join her husband in America-after four years of waiting. But, Sarah is forced to leave behind her mother, father and siblings as they try to reassemble their lives at home. Across each of these narratives questions of "resilience"-a contemporary buzzword in disaster management discourse-emerge. However, rather than see resilience as a personality trait or quality that populations either possess, lack or may be trained into, I view resilience ethnographically.
Hence, resilience emerges as something that is ever incomplete, temporally contingent and riddled with ambivalences. It resides in the social relations, lived practices and the shared ways of being that create community and serve as a resource during and after trauma.
Therefore, I ask: What might resilience mean when refracted through Caribbean relational networks? How have Dominicans endured such shocks by relying on kinship, friendships and sociality? And finally, how can the close-grained ethnographic analysis offered here contribute a micro-social perspective to the emerging sub-field of Caribbean disaster scholarship (Ensor 2009; Katz 2014 , Pérez 2001 Schuller 2016; Schwartz 2015; SealeyHuggins 2017) ?
Methodologically, it seems apt to follow storms through the relations that connect me to Dominica. Elsewhere I have termed my methodology an "ethnography of relation"
(Philogene Heron 2017), inspired by Glissant's cosmopolitics and cultural poetics of "relation"-his theory of a world in social, political, economic and ecological contact, and of the Caribbean as a cultural space in a state of play between difference and unity (Britton 2012; Glissant 1992; 1997; Kullberg 2013, 77) . 13 Here I propose, an approach to ethnography that is not predicated on objectively knowing "The
Other," but an intuitive research praxis that is embedded in a wider process of evolving mutual understanding and participation, of which ethnographic documentation is just part-alongside friendship, kinship, voluntary service and extended human interaction (Philogene Heron 2017, 29) .
This is an anthropology of connections-an involved ethnographic stance that seeks to overcome the reified difference implied by anthropology's "savage slot" (Trouillot 2003) and strives for conversations between difference. Herein, I do not speak of "the field" as a bounded territorial site, an elsewhere that I can enter or depart, but follow diasporic "fields of relations" (Olwig 2007, 23) Anguilla and the Virgin Islands in particular); post-war Britain (beginning en mass with the 1950s "Windrush generation"); and North America (the US and Canada throughout the twentieth century to the present, as residents and for seasonal work). Dominican familial and friendship networks extend across these dispersed relational fields, ushering the movement of material goods (commercial; personal "barrels"/parcels), money (investments; cash transfers) and information (logistical; personal). Indeed, such relations have given Dominica, a small and seemingly "peripheral" island in the eastern Caribbean, a planetary reach (Baker 1994 ).
Dominica's steep topography and dense vegetation have also informed this tendency
to move and the economic conditions there. Dominica's ruggedly recalcitrant landscape limited the development of large plantations during the colonial period (Green 1999) , resulting in a monocrop export economy that cycled through the boom and bust of various commodities such as sugar, cocoa, coffee, citrus and bananas (Trouillot 1988; Baker 1994 ).
During the post-emancipation period, both citrus fruits and bananas brought stable revenues to the island. Yet, such external effects as those of US prohibition laws on northward lime exports in the 1920s (alongside the global effects of the great depression) or WTO rulings in the 1990s that eliminated guaranteed European markets for Caribbean bananas caused economic crises in Dominica. Externally driven downturns had devastating effects on Dominica's monocrop export economy and the wellbeing of its people. Crises like these, alongside several hurricanes and the everyday economic vagaries of post-slavery island life (underemployment and low wages), caused many throughout the twentieth century to emigrate in search of better opportunities. After the demise of the banana economy, economic life in the twenty-first century continues to be marked by a scarcity of cash incomes, particularly for the quarter of the population whose livelihoods center on agricultural smallholdings; as well as those who work in the small fishing, ecotourism, manufacturing (pepper sauces, teas, soaps) and informal trading (huckstering, higgling) sectors, whose incomes remain modest and variable (against a relatively high cost of living).
Given such precarity, Hurricane Maria served only to increase the economic challenges faced by Dominicans. A government report two months after the storm estimated that island wide losses/damages were valued at EC$ 3.54 billion (US$ 1.3 billion), which was more than 226% of GDP. 17 In livelihood terms, the near total destruction of backyard gardens and smallholdings, the deaths of most livestock and the destruction of approximately 40% of local fishing boats/equipment, cumulatively triggered a food crisis for almost half of the island's residents-those who already lived "hand to mout" and could not afford to stockpile Dominicans attributing these increases not to market forces but to greed and spite on the part of opportunistic entrepreneurs who were seen to be profiting from the island's misery.)
Homes were also severely affected: by flooding, destroyed roofs and severe structural damage. Some 15% of all dwellings were recorded as "totally destroyed," 40% "severely damaged," 20% "moderately damaged," 15% "slightly damaged," and just 10% were recorded as having "suffered no damage" at all. 18 Much of the island was without power for months and those who could access petrol generators relied on them for a few hours of electricity per night. Six months after the storm, at least a quarter of houses were still under blue tarpaulin or temporarily patched, and less than half of the island had been reconnected to the national power grid. All told, Dominica, which stood in an unequal state of relation to the wider world before the storm, was very much still reeling from the Hurricane half a year after her eye had passed. Considering this, the onomatology of Maria as a "sea of sorrow" reads as ever more apt. And yet, the contrasting connotation of "hope" still sits alongside it if we reconsider resilience within a Caribbean micro-social frame.
Complicating Caribbean "Resilience" in the Age of the "Anthropocene"
In 2017, the Antilles felt a kind of chaos from which many in the region are still reeling. It was a new yet familiar kind of chaos. 19 The region had felt ecological, geological and human shocks many times before. 20 But this hurricane season signaled a climatic ferocity of increased proportions. It presented the region with the reality of climate change-as an "existential threat" (Sealey-Huggins 2017) to small island states and citizens that stand in the firing line of ever more powerful and erratic weather systems. 21 In the earth sciences, social sciences and humanities this moment has been termed "the Anthropocene." 22 That is, A geological era of humanity's own making... the Anthropocene signals a geological interval since the industrial revolution, where, through its activities, through its numbers, the human species has emerged as a geological force now altering the planet's biosphere. Because of these developments the relatively benign planetary conditions of the Holocene-the previous 12,000 years, which enabled the establishment of agriculture and the rise of urban civilizations-are in the process of transformation. 23 Whilst this term gives recognition to the human as a powerful geological agent, the incorporation Moore's notion of "capitalist world-ecology" critically repositions this definition for it reminds us of the imperial political economy of the anthropocene (2003, 323; Sealey-Huggins 2017) . European industrial revolutions and a world economic system governed by a shift from mercantilist to free market logics first began with imperial expansion, and, as Sydney Mintz reminds us (1986), with Caribbean plantations-an early site of chaos. 24 Caribbean sugar produced by enslaved Caribbeans supported the take-off of early European industry via reinvested profits. It piloted pioneering agri-industrial methods (a rational modern "field-factory"), and of course, the sugar itself offered quick calories that quelled the hunger of an emerging European proletariat (Mintz 1986) . So, in a sense, the capitalist source of the anthropocene was set in motion by eighteenth-century imperial extraction, in large part, from the Caribbean. And in return, today the anthropocene bares its brunt on the region; a region economically weakened by post-independence and neo-imperial politico-economic relations (Sealey-Huggins 2017) . 25 Given these repeating intervals of radical transformation that echo from plantation to the present (including via externally generated boom and bust export cycles outlined above), I am compelled to ask: How have
Caribbean peoples come to navigate and mitigate such uncertainty in everyday terms? The answer, I suggest, can be located in particular Caribbean social resiliencies.
Since the turn of the twenty-first century, the "resilience" trope has come to dominate disaster mitigation, policy and scholarship (Barrios 2016, 29; Izdebski, Mordechai and White 2018) . In the months after Maria, the government announced its plans to make "Dominica the first climate resilient nation in the world"-a commitment commended by such visiting dignitaries as the UN Secretary General, Prince Charles and Bill Clinton. 26 Similarly, the notion of Dominica "building back better" has circulated widely, with development practitioners proposing that hurricane resistant building regulations, transport systems, power grids, food production and sea and river defenses be established to ensure the island can weather future storms. 27 Herein the government has established an inter-ministerial agency to take up these challenges. Narratives embody a perceived order, and in their telling they maintain this order despite seeming temporal, spatial, experiential disjunctures. In a world in motion, narratives provide. a place cognitively to reside and make sense, a place to continue to be (2000, 82) .
Therefore, telling one's story of survival affords the possibility of teasing coherence from chaos; redrawing a sense of place amidst displacement; and provides a method of orientation towards a hopeful future.
Surviving Storms: Three Narratives

A Moment of Unity
Sam was just twelve when Hurricane David struck Dominica. Thirty-five years on, we sat in the library where he works (and where I was researching family histories) and somehow Lord's Prayer, the brother suggested making a break for it, running to higher ground to avoid a potential sea surge (their house was located on flat land, perilously close to the Caribbean Sea). "Now, when the eye hit us the place was calm," Sam recalled. So, they ran. They headed up the hill, finding shelter in a local businessman's three-story home with others from their neighborhood. They rode out the storm there together, thankful that god had spared their lives. And in the aftermath of David, as the brother salvaged (and looted) materials to fix his part of the house, he also brought home sheets of galvinage and fixed his mother's roof too.
It is a truism that hurricanes reveal fault lines of difference and inequality. As [and] ordinary mores and hierarchies are suspended" (2016, 25) . After Maria, this point was echoed by Dominican citizen journalist "Mystelics" who commented that the storm brought all Dominicans-rich and poor-to bathe together in the river. 29 He noted, those kind of situation make you humble, it make you humble. Because everybody become one. You can't say "oh, I have dis and dat. Oh I have electricity"-no you don't! "Oh, I have water" -no you don't! Everyone has to go river, wait for rain for you to go and bathe... That is the simplicity of human kind. I guess that's what nature teaches us, to become simple.
While such a spirit of unity suspends the stratified relations of the society at large, this also extends to more localized differences between kin. As Sam's narrative shows, David's wrath brought divided kin into conversation, cooperation and brought acts of filial kindness from an otherwise antagonistic mother and son. Amidst chaos and suffering, family divisions were temporarily healed in the interest of a common purpose-survival. As Louretta (whose narrative follows) recalled after Maria, "Even if you were not really talking regularly… you had to put differences aside because everybody at that point was the same." Similarly, cooperation during storms can create kinship-bonds where they did not previously exist.
Louretta spoke of a friend who spent Maria alone under her bed. (Her mother stranded visiting family on the remote east coast). This friend became like Louretta's sister after they spent the week after the storm living, bathing and fetching water in the river, as well as improvising rationed meals together. "She was…she is my family," Louretta insisted, emphasizing how the close solidarity of their shared post-storm life transformed their friendship into kinship.
An Uprooted Life in Waiting
Twenty-four-year-old Louretta, a friend from my time living in Dominica, described the days that followed Hurricane Maria as "a haze." At 7:00 a.m. on the morning after the storm, she remembers removing their boarded front door and leaving the house, when I went outside it's like the whole place was dark. There wasn't any leaves on any of the trees…It was scary at that point in time because all the trees, everybody's houses, all the galvanize, it just went. Vehicles were flipped over, poles were down… and when you reach town [central Roseau] it's like you see the full destruction because everything's on the road, vehicles are piled up on each other.
Louretta walked and surveyed the damage. She described a carnivalesque atmosphere as she met strangers on the road who relayed their experiences of the storm. It became a spontaneous gathering, "a lime" (Eriksen 1990 ; McClish 2016) 30 we just stood by the road and somebody just gave us a bottle of alcohol [taken from one of the damaged stores]. They gave us some chips, some glasses and chaser-so basically, we had a little…a little get-together.
They temporarily tackled trauma with humor: one man sharing a mock mundane account of leaving his home that morning to go to town, only to find his vehicle in a river and casually opting to walk instead (playfully presenting his decision as a matter of choice; locating agency in irony). As their island lay in ruins, Louretta and her acquaintances seized a moment to laugh, a moment of release and freedom from the chaos that had enveloped their world. "A lot of those days after the hurricane was either laugh or cry," she later reflected;
concluding, "Because, if you don't look at the positive it will destroy you."
However, as the days wore on post-storm life got harder. Louretta learned that an uncle of hers in Dominica's north east had died during the storm: "he was in a shanty house, not really structured and it's next to a river. He fell asleep and like the river took a whole bunch of houses including his own. They found him like a good three villages away from where he lived." "I don't think I cried during any of this, because it was still surreal," she later reflected. The stench of bodies from a mass grave at the cemetery nearby her home became commonplace. And alongside this daily reminder of death, the arduous work of maintaining life continued. Louretta, her friend, aunt and cousin would collect several heavy pails of water each day from the sous (spring); they scaled a large hill to bathe in the river ("and then by the time we get back were almost dirty again"); they improvised meals from scant supplies; and they slept "three of us on a mattress on the floor" (the only bedding not destroyed by water). "We were just going through the motions of what our motions now became," she concluded, the tautological phrasing of her description mirroring the circularity of the moment. As she summed it up: "We [were] existing, but not living."
Ten days after the storm, Louretta's mother sent her and her two younger siblings (who live in the countryside) ferry tickets for Guadeloupe. Her mother, a teacher who usually lives in Anguilla, had been staying in "Gwada" with a close friend-who Louretta knows as "auntie"-after Anguilla was ravaged by Hurricane Irma. Guadeloupe was offering onemonth visas for Dominicans (many of whom have friends/family there) to enable them to leave Dominica whilst they get back to their feet. Louretta recalls,
At that time, we don't really have time to think, we just know that we can't continue to live like this. You have nothing, you don't know how to live with no water, no light
[electricity], you can't bathe. You just wanna leave... It was like. "who buys me the first ticket, that's where I go." So, she left Dominica. But things were hard in "Gwada" too. Four extra bodies in her aunt's house placed pressure on already scant resources. Empathizing with her aunt's increased energy bills and the difficulty of accommodating them all, she reasoned, "those things take a toll because you always trying to make ends meet and you trying to be a good person but it's just like now there's more on your account."
Eventually, another of Louretta's aunts, whom she had not seen in almost a decade, offered her a ticket to London. She stopped over with friends and family in Antigua for several enjoyable weeks, then flew on to London a month before Christmas 2017. I met up with her on a busy high street close to where she was staying in East London. Discussing her first impressions of the place, we joked about British fish and chips' lack of seasoning and London's bitter cold. These simple tropes, seasoning and climate, stood as powerful signifiers of the displacement she described as we sat in a café chatting. Adverse weather had brought her to London, but the lack of warmth of this giant (climatically and interpersonally cold) city simply reminded her of how far she was from home. And seasoning, which she remembers borrowing from neighbors (cive, garlic, onion, Maggi cubes) to collectively craft flavorsome makeshift meals after Maria, contrasted with the blandness of British food.
"Seasoning is life," she joked midway through our chat. It's Christmas right now and I guess this is the time of being with your family or your loved ones…. The people I'm with here, they're somewhat family-like. Like, relations -blood-but they're not your loved ones… They're like "do you want anything?" and I'm like, "at this point I don't expect any gifts. You're feeding me, you're giving me a place to live. I don't know what more I could possibly ask for". So, it's like it's just to show how good-natured people are. 'Cause to them feeding you and giving you a place to live is nothing. But to you, it's a big deal.
Louretta was grateful for the offer of a gift, of accommodating her food preferences and putting her up without asking for anything in return. She appreciated the kindness of aunts, uncles and cousins whom she had not seen for years, expressing such generosity towards her-especially as her six-month visa denied her from earning. Yet, there was certain personal burden that came with not being able to reciprocate their kindness and hospitality. 31 This burden was exacerbated by her longing to be elsewhere. To be with family that were not only "blood," but whom she had grown with, knew intimately, and whom she gave to and received from without second thought.
"England is a great place," Louretta asserted at one point, as if convincing herself to feel this statement to be true. "But…" she added, "it's hard for me to say like, 'hey I'm on vacation,' when all my friends back home, they don't have electricity, water, internet."
Unable to contact close friends as routinely as she was used to and rarely venturing alone beyond her local area, I had the sense that Louretta felt isolated and uprooted in England;
temporally inert, waiting for life to resume when she could return to a sense of place and familiar relationships. So, whilst she had been supported by an extended kin network to leave the hardship of post-Maria Dominica-for which she was clearly grateful-here, feelings of dependency on distant kin and her distance from familiar places and loved ones compounded her feelings of displacement. Adrift in East London, unable to work or to move freely in unfamiliar surroundings, she longed to return to her Caribbean.
Bittersweet Beginnings
Auntie wept when Sarah finally announced that she and the children would be leaving for Florida. She would miss the lively presence of her grandchildren in their home. And whilst she knew this was a good opportunity for Sarah's young family, she found the departures of loved ones difficult (ever since grandma boarded a ship bound for England in the 1950s, when auntie was a child). Sarah and the children's "papers" had finally been processed, some four years after her husband Omar, a Cuban citizen, emigrated there by utilizing America's (now repealed) "wet foot, dry foot" law-which granted Cubans who set foot on American soil permanent residency. Omar had left Dominica after years of trying, with much frustration, to secure gainful employment on the island (as a driver, tour guide and telecoms operative). He currently worked two jobs in America (at an airport check-in and Uber), regularly sending remittances and visiting his wife and daughters during vacations (which doubled as visa related visits to the US embassy in Barbados to process Sarah and the girls' papers). Now, after years of waiting and amidst the flux that followed Maria, the American embassy wrote to Sarah to say that their residency application had been approved.
They were moving to Orlando.
Sarah had not planned to leave right away. "My intention was to stay in Dominica as long as I could," she told me, hoping to help her parents and siblings get back to some state of normalcy. Relatively speaking, the extended family had not fared too badly from Maria.
Granted, their house was without running water, mains electricity and blue tarpaulin covered the roof for two months. But, unlike her colleagues and students who lost loved ones and entire homes, Sarah felt no need to depart immediately. In fact, "when I look at it," she assessed, "What I feel is a sense of gratitude. Because, you know… I still feel that we came out ok. My family came out ok." So, she hoped to wait until the time felt right to go. And truth be told, she also felt reservations about leaving her home, her parents, her siblings, her friends and her school during this moment of hardship. Days after the storm, she remembers picking up a parcel of supplies from a friend on the port, and with astonishment she watched crowds of Dominicans bustling to leave by ferry, and scores of British, American and Canadian citizens being evacuated by helicopter. "It was like a mass exodus," she recalled with some dismay. Sarah was sure she did not want to abandon her small island during its time of need: "There was this thing, you know, a lot of [Dominican] people would say… 'you all are just running away.'" Indeed, I recall a social media post some weeks after the storm reading, "All able-bodied men and women who have left the country instead of staying to help rebuild… Please DO NOT COME BACK!!!" Sarah did not want to be seen in this light.
Each time she considered her departure she told herself: "I'm not running away. I am not running away!"
Nonetheless, "When I looked at the situation I just had to accept that [staying] wasn't going to happen… I spoke to Omar he told me, 'I'm getting you out of there as soon as possible.'" They had discussed the health of their younger daughter (aged five), whose asthma was being triggered by the dust that lined the streets following the storm. They discussed the lasting psychological effects on their elder daughter (aged nine), who now became quiet and withdrawn each time it rained. And they discussed the fact that they could help her parents and siblings more "from outside"-being three less mouths to feed and sending home dollars and barrels (of clothes, foods, toiletries) when Sarah started working.
So, she recalls, "I had to try and look at the positive side of leaving." They decided that Sarah and the children would fly out on November 17th, just two months after the storm.
I video called Sarah in mid-January 2018 to see how they were acclimatizing. She shared her story and described moving to America as "bittersweet." Sarah and the children were happy to be reunited with Omar, but she admitted that leaving home, particularly in the circumstances, had been difficult. At the time of our conversation the girls were enrolled in school and Sarah had passed an interview for an online English teaching job that would fit around childcare. They were all adapting to their new life. Nonetheless, of the girls she noted, "I think they've adjusted faster than I have." For them, it was an easy sell: new friends, being nearby their beloved father, and living in the same city as Disneyland made relocating an adventure. But, when I asked Sarah what she most missed about Dominica, it became clear why adjusting was harder for her. "Just the ability to get up and go," she replied, as she described being able to spontaneously walk or catch a bus along the busy coastal road to town, passing familiar faces and landmarks without needing to take a taxi or wait for a lift from Omar, as was now the case. She added that she misses Dominica's landscape, watching the sun rise from behind the mountains above her family's bay side home and set onto the Caribbean Sea beneath it. As she spoke, Sarah seemed to echo Derek Walcott who once stated that "you can't wake up in the Caribbean without looking out of the window with a sense of astonishment in the renewal that you see." 32 In fact, before she left her once green island, now scrubbed brown by Maria's winds, had begun to bring such a sense of renewal:
The plants around the house started growing first. The trees by the bay…those that were still standing, they started, the green leaves started sprouting. And it was, you know when new leaves start growing, it's this bright green. They tell you that green is the color of hope.
She told me that that her new housing complex has a man-made pond, manicured shrubbery and nice trees. In other words, "stuff that's natural." And yet, "I haven't felt it yet, that this is home. I miss my mountains to be very honest. I miss my mountains."
And finally, she missed the sociality of home: "just seeing people I know" she added, evoking the small and neighborly nature of her community. This lacking in Orlando, Therefore, Sarah came to Florida with a steadfast optimism and desire to provide the best for her children. She pushed past her reservations about leaving Dominica's familiarity and community, learning to bear her feelings of missing the Caribbean for the sake of her family at home and in Florida, her new home. Thus, Sarah's story presents a mother/wife/daughter/sister navigating a chaotic present to locate familial security in an uncertain future.
Improvising Resilience
Across these three accounts, the social emerges as powerful means of dealing with and living through the trauma of a hurricane. Thus, social networks and the relations that However, as these accounts also reveal, such social resilience is often incomplete, ambivalent and bittersweet. Social networks and relations can only do so much in response to hurricanes of the intensities that the Caribbean witnessed in 2017. The social debris of Maria, Irma and others is visible throughout the Caribbean world-homes wrecked, families scattered, loved ones lost. Indeed, convivial solidarities may give way to sobering hardship; journeys to safety may bring longings for home; and new beginnings may be riddled with uncertainty. Nonetheless, the social or to be more specific, family and friendships provide powerful motivators for weathering shocks-to protect relatives during storms (blood or otherwise) and to provide for, and emotionally support them thereafter. Furthermore, it must be noted that social resilience is not something that is formally inculcated or taught. Rather, these are patterns that emerged in everyday life in response to traumas and hardships that extend back to plantation histories of the island. These dispositions have enabled Caribbeans to navigate quotidian economic uncertainty, dramatic shocks and to eke out opportunities through improvisation in response to life's vagaries.
It is instructive to consider these narratives alongside Carnegie's notion of "Strategic Flexibility" (1982) , for here we gain sense of the dispositions or patterns of thought that underpin the social resilience I have discussed. "Strategic flexibility" is a subject's cultivation of and openness to multiple potential opportunities as an outcome of any given situation. That is, a responsiveness and ability to "move" on any social or economic opportunity that presents itself to the individual (see also Prentice 2015 and Rodman 1971 the narratives that populate this paper through a strategic flexibility frame, we can discern how this social logic opens the way to complex patterns of social resilience.
In closing, we have here a complicated model of resilience that grows from an adaptive, improvisational and processual social ecology that is deeply embedded in Caribbean history and contemporary ways of being. Such resilience, as this essay has shown, may lift storm survivors from Maria's "sea of sorrow" to a place of "hope." Hope being, "not the conviction that something is going to turn up well, but the certainty that something makes sense, however things are going to turn out'' (Vaclac Havel in Southwick et al. 2014, 6) . Put simply, a steadfast faith in the future. So, as the Antilles endure the forthcoming hurricane season, as well as infrastructure and housing, let us keep the social in mind as a central element that enables Caribbean peoples to survive storms.
